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3. REACTOR 

3.4 SEISMIC DESIGN-CRITERIA FOR REACTOR INTERNALS 

Introduction 

Reactor internals are Class I components, whose continued 
integrity is essential to prevention of an accident or 
mitigation of the consequences of an accident, should it 
occur. The two sizes of earthquakes to be considered in 

the seismic design criteria for reactor internals are: a 
larger earthquake called a Design Basis Earthquake (DBE), 

and a smaller earthquake about, one-half the DBE and called 
the Operational Basis Earthquake (OBE).  

The following load combinations have been considered in 

recent designs of reactor internals: 

(a) Load combinations 'including normal design loads 

and the half-design-basis-earthquake loads within 
normal working stress or deflection limits.  

(b) Load combinations including normal operating loads 
and design basis earthquake loads withinyield 
strength.  

(c). Load combinations including normal operating loads, 
design basis earthquake loads, and applicable design 
basis accident loads, without loss of function of the 

specific component.  

Information Requested 

3.4.1 For reactor internals, provide the following infor

mation for each loading combination defined above: 

(a) The proposed stress or deformation limits for 
primary tensile loads, 

(b) The proposed stress or deformation limits for 
combined primary loads (tension and bending).  

(c) The margin of safety between the limits in (b) 
above and the expected collapse or failure 
condition...



34 Identiy specific: reactor internals which must, mantain 
* '-their functional performance capabilities to .:assure safe., 
'"'shutdown of the reactor. ,Provde calculated (or:estimated) .  
maximum limits of deformation or stress, at. which inability 
Sto function occursi ,for each'component ientified.Also" 
supply the calculated.(or'estimated)"maximum design limit-.  
value, :and the expected deformation or stress. In all- cases 
'identify the applicable loading combination and state..the, 
-.proposed margin-: of .  

3.4 3 '11"In cases where limit load analysis ito be e oyed, describe 
the method in detail.. If'.strain. hardening ,effects ,will be,'
considered in the analysis, supply the actualstress-strainl

?:curves for the principal materials, of the' Class I. components > 
- :...involved.. Provide'also a realistic,-estimate .of. 'the -maximum !, 
_- , allowable strain based, on. appropriate material'properties, 

at. the'applicable temperature in order that ,an estimate.1of the 
margin. of safety -can be made. :,,

' 

'..Provide. also i.,nformation, that , will permit evaluation-of the 
effect, of irradiation' on the' material: poerties andio" h 
propose deformation lmits. f' 

-imit 

-- '' 

'.2 

- . It~- I . ' . .  

- ' "2 .'~ - '



4. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

4.1 SEISMIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR CLASS I MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

Introduction 

Class I items are those structures, systems, and components, 

whose continued integrity or operability is essential to 

prevention of an accident or mitigation of the consequences 

of an accident, should it occur. The two-sizes of earthquakes 

to be considered in the seismic design criteria for Class I 
components are: a larger earthquake called a Design Basis 

Earthquake (DBE), and a smaller earthquake about one-half the 

DBE and called the Operational Basis Earthquake (OBE).  

The following load combinations have been considered in recent 

designs of Class I structures, syste ,ms-, and components: 

(a) Load combinations including normal design loads and the 

* half-design-basis-earthquake loads within normal working 

stress or deflection limits. For engineered safety 

features the normal design loads may include design basis 

accident loads. For example, for the containment, the 

normal design loads include the pressure and temperature 

loads due to a design basis loss-of-coolant accident.  

.*(b) Load combinations including normal operating loads and 

design basis earthquake loads within yield strength.  

Cc) Load combinations including normal operating loads, design 

basis earthquake loads, and applicable design basis 

accident loads, without loss of function of the specific 

structure, system, or component.  

The Class I items can be broadly subdivided into three categories: 

Structures, Mechanical Systems, and Instrumentation and Control 

Elements. Since Class I items are intended to perform different 

functions, they will require, in general, different acceptance.  

limits under type (c) load combinations.  

!,The following systems are illustrative of those mechanical systems' 

which should be placed in the Class I category: 

Reactor vessel, its supports and vessel, internals, 

including fuel assemblies and control rod drives.  

Reactor coolant system, including pip'ing, valves, steam 

generators, pressurizer, pumps, and component supports.
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.".Emergency core cooling system, including piping, valves, " 

water tanks, accum ators umps and 'component suppor ts. 6 

Containment post-accid'ent' aii'treatment. systems';including 
.t 

,piping, tanks, valves, ducts, fans, ilters, 'coolers., pray 

headers, and component supports. .. .. "72: .....  '3 ..... .:,' '3 o -++i++ + .... , . ' ' .. .. + 

:Information Requi -ed ++ . . . . . . .-. +' . . . ..: 

4.- 1 1 For each type of+ component, 'ofi the reactor.. coolant system "" 

.*,and engineered safeguard systems (such as vessels,-piping ' @supors, etc).,.+ nd or j oading combinations, (a ,!b)'.and.~i 

"' "ii"++ ,(c) defined' above,' provide the f ollowing .information: '. .i...  

L+ 7' kj) 
+++ A,'.. + I

k
I,
11 

' ... 
.. 

3' I + .r. 3" .3' P +I 3 ++' 

"''... ." (a) The proposed stes or deformation-limits forprimary mem 
loads, 

(b) The proposed stress deformation limits for' combined, primay 
(c)loads (tpension and bending),. ,' " " .. " .  

-The: margin of safetY between the: limits : in i(b) ::above 
and the expected collapse or failure .condition. ' 

4.1.2 .-In cases where.limit load :analysis.is -to be'employed, describe 

".4"' "
. the method in detail. If strain hardening effects will be 

..considered in the analysis 1supply the actual stress-strain ; 

- ',.'curves for the-principal materials of the Class 'i. components,"' 

". ,involved.. Provide also a realistic estimate.,ofi-.the maximum' 

allowable strain based on appropriate material properties at 
,:vthe applicable temperature inorder that an-estimate

: of the margin 
of safety -can be made.  

'i..: Provide-also information that ..will permit-.evaluation of the; 
effect of welds, irradiation, and material imperfections-(flaw 
on the. deformation limits proposed.  

4.. .Supply criteria or. specific 'information on the. interaction ".> 

forces, deformation and stresses connected.with.the relative' 

motions 'between ..the reactor v yessel, steam generato rs or- other 

clage components. Indicate how these, relative, motions. wil .be 

contjrolled by -snubber oother. means, an hat reaio f orces.  
. i(and correspon istresses) Will. be trasmitted to the pipes 

3' '•4 ''".-3. 4-3". ' ,.$; 

' 
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S -4. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

THERMAL SHOCK.ON EACTOR COMONENTS 

Introduction.  

!iWith regard to thermal shock on reactor:components, 
p oeration' of the emergency core cooling..system (ECCS)-, providd'

details of an analysis which indicates, that" the :reactor 
"and reactor internals can withstand the rapid temperature changev 
at the end of their design life. The analysis 'should inclui 

.both the ductile yielding and the brittle.,fiacture modes of-, 

.f ailure '-. : 

brittle fracture analysis shouldassume ianinitial crac 

,.size just below the critical'crack size correspnding tohe 
.stresses present during normal operation and. transients.  

" Since the initial crack is most likely to .exist in a weld ora 

heat affected zone, the analysis.should considerTitwo,'cases " 

a circumferential crack., and- a. crack parallel to the axis of the 
reactor vessel.' '- .,., , .: 

;:i" .,i.;!-in f rm a t io - .N "_ - . l 5 : 

Information Required .  

2.1 Provide. details of the ductile yielding mode of failure 

nalsis,-including the.following information 

The geometry of the. plate and th e cooing method assumed 

- i~n the analysis,".- - , .  

(b) The heat transfer coefficient used, itsb ai bss 
and -the degree of conservatism involved, 

(c) The initial temperature of the yessel. as a 'function oftime 
. delay in injecting the cold-water,.
d 'The effect of axial temperature gradient :in the vesse 

during filling withcold water,on the total 

intensity and the distortion of ,the vessel, 

(e) The temperature -profiles and' tfhe cal'culated.: thermal "tress 
Sprof iles .through the thickness-' fthe plate-for .sever- " 

times during the cold watii injectidn" trV

i(f) -The." mgiude,'of. theaxial ,.dead labd& Stresses; in the vessel, 

h magnitude of the stresses in:. te vessel shell due o 

potentialsimultaneus eismic loading 

(h) The value of the.ield ess used s the failure criteri 
int uctieyldn analyss ---

- .~~( -- -yip.~.  

ile
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it~cas s n. assumed 
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'(d),- .,,£The initial-'cr ck~geometf an s -i: 

-cuiated stress i n ytin d i -.a i:i ",:-:, - 4' .  

te spProvide information which :will allow an eva' 4ion f,.a 

',.:" . ..margins, .-as .fo i ows .'. ""'..." '' 

* " (a)": 4.Th estimate.. Ofte maximum accet e intial temperature 
.4"- hond-the ss fat letoe w utfailure 

4 . . r: " " " - , ' " -. j 

of~.:(b he vessel thatcougred erone fu.wivh t th.e 4
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Which".could be.'t0lerated: With u af ur i"i:,"::: i" :! .,...:....  

! '":.' Evalu ate- the capiability':. f-t'
p ipi n g :,sa f e'Aiin e ct on :n

o zz le 

" d hVessel,-.nOil d the 'triansient 
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